
The
“New Song”
Symphony

I
am writing this editorial from beautiful Hocking Hills State Park, near Logan,

Ohio, where my wife and I are spending a week camping, while our two daugh-

ters are participating in a choral camp for children at Rosedale Bible College, near

Columbus, Ohio. The events of the past days have merged the themes of music and

nature in my consciousness. While camping we hear both sounds of nature as well as

violin/viola music, when my wife and I as amateur musicians attempt to create pleas-

ing harmony by playing hymns and simple music variations together.

Nature sings on multiple levels. The audible sounds of birds chirping, the gurgle of

a stream cascading over rocks, and the crack of a thunderstorm are poetically

described as nature’s songs. In his book, The Symphony of Creation: Science and Faith in

Harmony (Phoenix, AR: ACW Press, 2002), Steven Stoller uses a metaphoric symphony

to describe the harmonious music that emerges when both science and faith investigate

nature. Stoller writes:

Nature is like music. Just as music needs both the science of sound and the spiritu-

ality of art, so nature needs both science and faith for its full comprehension.

“Listening” to nature by merely analyzing the waveforms of its “sound” doesn’t

permit us to discern its full beauty and meaning. Only when science joins with

spirituality do we appreciate the purpose and true grandeur of the universe.

As practitioners of both science and Christian faith, many of us resonate with

Stoller’s theme. Our harmony of science and faith may provide the “new song” for our

secular culture as described by the Psalmist: “Sing to the Lord a new song; sing to the Lord,

all the earth” (Psalm 96:1 NIV). This international “new song” declares to all peoples

the glory and reign of the Creator.

Sometimes as singers of the “new song” we give up the attempt to sing harmoni-

ously together; rather we are prone to sing solo, expecting others to applaud our

individual recitals. In contrast a symphonic chorus creates a harmonious blend, when

each musician attentively follows the text of the composer and the directives of the

conductor, while responsively listening to the elements of intonation, modulation,

and timbre that are emerging. Such a concert enlivens a musical score and creates

attention in the listening audience. Does our part in the symphonic rendition of the

Divine Composer’s musical score harmoniously stir our culture? Can our culture hear

the “new song”?

Singing along the way,

Roman J. Miller, Editor
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In This Issue

The Plenary Presenters

section includes two scientists

who were featured in the 2002

Annual Meeting of the ASA.

Francis Collins, Director of the

NIH Human Genome project,

illustrates how the elegance and

the complexity of the human

genome reflect the Creator’s

glory. Recipient of the 1964

Nobel Prize in Physics, Charles

Townes describes how the inter-

action of science and religion

provides a unified understanding

of the purpose and nature of the

universe.

In the Articles section, Ben

Carter and Carlos Bovell in sep-

arate articles show that mathe-

matics can illuminate theological

and metaphysical insights. Glenn

Morton and Gordon Simons

argue that the random pro-

cesses found in the genetics of

various species are not a theo-

logical threat but are consistent

with divine activities in biblical

history.

Finally, in the Student and

Early Career Scientists Corner a

panel of six persons, who were

featured in the 2001 ASA Annual

Meeting, dialogue about the chal-

lenges for Christians who are

beginning careers in science.

The Book Reviews section

contains thirty reviews in eight

categories. Four Letters respond-

ing to prior printed book reviews

or articles conclude the issue .


